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ABSTRACT
The School Improvement Program (SIP) is a project

which involves over half of California's public elementary and
secondary schools and which emphasizes cooperative planning by

schools and communities to improve education. The improvement
planning process in each school is undertaken by a School Site
Council (SCC), composed of the principal, and teacher/staff and
parent representatives. In 1980, an independent research group was

contracted to conduct a 2-year policy evaluation of SIP. Among the

areas covered by the evaluation were: (1) how schools viewed SIP; (2)

the district role,-school governance styles, parent involvement, and
change strategkes in SIP implementation; (3) patterns of SIP
integration into othtr school activities; (4) student,
organizational, and community outcomes of the program; (5) factors
that influenced outcomes; and (6) specific relationships between

program orientation, implementation and staff development, and
educational improvement. The findings suggested.that SIP best leads

to schookimprovement when it is implemented as the State envisions.

In addition,,background factors (such ad setting, district size, and

school and district socioeconomic characteristics) can inhibit school

improvement through SIP. Finally, organizatiohal climate, school
leadership, and school needs may hamper SIP implementation, but can

be manipulated over time to make the program work. (14n)
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Improving School Improvement
0 (>00 New Study Shows That
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0 000, Most Schools Improve Under SIP

School improvement is a complex issue. It can loC

viewed as a product. It can also be viewed as a process that
places schools, staff, and community at the center of
efforts to Improve education. This is the view taken by
California's innovative School Improvement Program
(SIP), created in 1977. SIP views st.hool improvement as a
continuous, planned process of self-renewal that unites

teachers and parents in efforts to build school capacity and
improve schools' ability to serve students. Now, a new
study of SIP shows how school context interacts with other
factors to influence outcomes of school-based improvement
efforts. The study finds that SIP works in most schools---in
many different mays:

Participation in SIP is voluntary. Schools that choose
to participate must form a school site council ($SC)..The

SSC includes the principal and representatrves of teach.-

ers, other school staff, and parents. In secondary schools,
students are represented. Teachers form the majority of
school representatives. SIP emphasizes planning. The state
supports school planning activity with a one-year grant.

Schools identify their own needs. The state prescribes only
that 'the SSC develop a SIP plan that defines.goals and

specifies means for achieving them. SIP activity is sup-

ported by a three-year grant.: State teams help schools to
evaluate implementation of their SIP plans. At the present
time,.more than one half of California's public schools and

three quarters of its school districts participate in SIP.

In 1980, the state legislature contracted with Berman,

Weiler Associates (BWA) of Berkeley, California, for an
independent policy evaluation of the California School

Improvement Program. This evaluation, the largest study
ever conducted of a state effort to improve schools, is now

in its rtnal phase. This issue of Research and Educational
Practice in the Far {Qs/ shares some of its findings.

To produce the massive data that evaluators prize,

BWA researchers, led by Paul Berman and Daniel Weiler,

surveyed 158 elementary schools and 39 secondary schools

in 46 districts; 215 principals and former principals, 195

parents, and 138 local SIP coordinators were interviewed,

and 1,560 teachers completed questionnaires.

rTo guide BWA analysts in the interpretation of survey

data, the research agenda included intensive fieldwork.
In the first year, BWA researchers went to twenty-four
schuols in fourteen districts, where they observed formal

and informal gatherings, conducted interviews, and col-
lected local documentary data. In the second year, they

returned to these schools and extended the study to twenty-

four others.
Preliminary findings of BWA research were shared

with state policy makers at seminars in Sacramento in 1981

and 1982 and with staff developers at a state-organized

conference in 1982. The final report will be available in

spring 1983. It must be emphasized that the findings and
hypotheses reported herc are based exclusively on analysis

of fieldwork data.

Defining Orientatio'n

In the first year, the central question was, How are
schools responding to SIP? Thus, the research effort con-
centrated on descripthan. SIP appeared to be helping

schools to undertake and accomplish needed improvement.
Sixty-one percent of the teachers,in the sample reported

that their activities had changed under SIP. At the same

time, SIP seemed to mean very different things for different

schools. To explain these aifferences, BWA researchers ex-

amined schools' orientation. As Paul Berman told the first
seminar: "What SIP looks like 'at the school level depends

on each achool's basic orientation to the state program."
BWA analysts defined four orientations. Schools that

viewed SIP as a program for educational change focused

their efforts on curriculum and instruction. While indi-
vidual schools in this group emphasized different areas

and goals and used different means, 'they all had a well-
developed school plan; teaches were deeply committed

to the SIP process and enthusi'astic about the program.
Schools that viewed SIP as a straiegy for developing the

school community tended to be loCated in multiethnic,
multicultural communities. They used the mandated SSC



as a %ay of strengthening ties between the school and its
clients. Other schools viewed SIP as a way of managing
categorical program.s from % hich they received funding.
Multiple funding can increase the resources available to,
high-need districts, but it can also create problems that the
SIP planning process seems to have helped to resolve.
Finally, some schools were not implementing the SIP
model at all. These funding source schools used SIP money
either to supplement categorical funding or to maintain
-school operations.

To explain orientation, BWA analysts hypothesized
that schools goals and means reflect local reality, whit..h
dif fers from school to school. For this reason, they exam-
ined school context. They found that funding source
oriented schools tended to be located in high-need, Righ-

minority, urban settings, while educational change-oriented
schools tended to be located in medium-need, low-minority,
suburban settings. However, not all high-need, high-
minority schools had a funding source orientation. Some
mai SIP to manage categorical programs, some used SIP
to address school community issues, and some used SIP to
promote educational change. For these reasons, BWA
researchers decided to look at organizational factors in
schools. The critical organizational faaors, they decided,
were those that described the SIP process within schools.

Describing Implementation

BWA researchers exammed five factors in the SIP
process; district role, school governance, parent involl'e-

nient, change strategy, and SIP-school integration. The box

oil the next page displays the variations within each factor.
Districts varied widely in the role that they played in

schools' implementation of SIP. Controlling districts sup-
pressed school autonomy. Directive districb supported it;
facilitative districts supported it. Finally, some districts
were merely neglectful.

The governance style that prevails at a school defines
the role and power of the principal, SSC, and SIP coordi-
nator in the SIP process. Where governance is central, the
principal is strong and directive, the SSC is reactive,..and
the SIP coordinator acts as the principal's assistant or per-
forms mechanal admimstrative tasks. Where governance
is collective, th6 principal is passive and the SSC makes key
decisions, or the principal is facilitative and the SSC is
reactive. The SIP coordinator is facilitative or mechanical.
Where governance is hierarchical, the principal is authori-
tarian, the SSC is passive, and the SIP coordinator is the
principal's assistant or performs mechanical tasks. Where
governance is disorganized, the principal is uninvolved or
opposed, the SSC is passive or conflict-ridden,.and the SIP
coordinator performs mechanical tasks.

BWA researchers saw four patterns in parent involve-
ment. At some SIP schools, parent involvement was merely

token. Where invblvement was core group, a handful of
parents was deeply involved in the school's SIP process. At
schools where parent involvement followed what BWA
researchers called the PTA model, many parents were active,
but their involvement was shallow. At schools where there
%as broad participation, many Parents were active not only
as SSC members but as aides, v olunteers, fund raisers, and
advocates. At these schools, enthusiasm was high.

Individual schools v aried also in the change strat-
egy that they used to implement SIP. In schools that take
the problem-solving approach, people work together to
define needs, assess resources, arid develop a unified plan.
This approach is flexible and adaptive. The administrative
approach is not. In schools where it prevails, staff work in
committees on separate parts of the problem, and the SSC
or the principal makes the final decisions. The technologi-
cal approach relies on strict quantitative measures of prog-
ress in meeting SIP program goals. When a specified level
is reached, the school moves on to the next step. Finally,
some schools have no change strategy.

BWA fieldworkers saw five patterns for integration of
SIP wail other school activity. Where SIP was schoolwide,
all grades or departments were involved in SIP activities.
Where SIP was treated as a categorical program, SIP
resources were used to complement activities supported by
other programs. Schools that implemented SIP as a project
used SIP to support an effort that was focused but not
schoolwide. Some schools confined SIP to particular grades
or departments. Finally, at some schools there was no inte-
gration of SIP with other aspects of school activity.

BWAresearchers looked for consistent raterns linking
organizational factors with school orientations. Patterns
were clearest for schools of two types: eduCational change
schools and funding source schools. Schools with the
educational change orientation 'tended to be located in
facilitative districts. School governance was collective or
central. Where it was collective, the principal, school staff,
the SSC, and others all helped to make eecisions about
goals, plans, resource allocation, and evaluation. Where it
was central, the principal was strong, and the SSC was sup-
portive or proactive. Parent involvement followed several
patterns; only token involvement was not seen. Many
schools uSed the problem-solving approach; some took the
administrative approach. At educational change-oriented
schools, SIP was usually schoolwide.

In contrast, schools with a funding source orientation
were located in controlling or directive districts. Gover-
nance was central, hierarchic, or disorganized. At most
such schools, parent involvement was token, and the change
strategy was technological if it was present at all. Finally,
funding source schools used SIP as a categorical program
or project, restricted SIP activities to particular grades or
departments, or used SIP money in ways that were hard to
track down.



Relating Responses to Benefits

In the second year, the central question became,
Are schools that respond to SIP in one way more likely to
improve than schools that respond in another way? To
answer this question, BWA researchers added outcome
measures to their analysis. Like researchers in other large-

scale studies of school improvementnotably the DESSI
and Abi,RDU studies reported in Researchand Educational
Practice Improvement Notes #1I3WA analysts decided to
measure improvement on multiple dimensions.

BWA .-searchers collected data on change in four
areas. Stud:tit-centered improvement can be traced in educa-

tional outputs, such as test scores, in student environment,
and in pedagogical quality. Organization-centered impiove-
ment can be measured in the school's physical resources,
its work env ironment, and its organizational health. Com-
munity rehuions improvement is visible in the interactions
between schools, parents, and students. Finally, an overall
measure determines improvement in generaLschool quality.

More than half of the schools in the sample had
improved or Improved greatly on the overall measure,
and more than a third had maintained. Fewer than one
eighth had declined, and none had declined greatly. When
researchers examined elementary and secondary schools sep-
arately, differences began to emerge. Far mdre elementary
schools than secondary schools showed improvement on
the overall measure, and somewhat more secondary schools
than elememary schools had maintained or declined. The
dif ferences increased when Improvement was measured on
other dimensions. Thus, there was substantially more
orgamzation-centered and community relations improve-
ment in elementary schools. Only the findings for student-
centered improvement showed no advantage for one level
6,er the other.

BWA researchers used three concepts to explain these
differences: background factors, foreground factors,
and SIP factors. Background factorsschool setting,
district size, socioeconomic characteristics of the school
communityare enduring aspc.cts of the school context.
They cannot be influenced by improvement efforts.
Foreground factorsorganizational climate, school
leadership, school needsare temporary aspects of school
Lontext. While foreground factors clo not change easily or
quickly, they can change within ihe lifespan of SIP.
Finally, SIP factors arc introduced by the SIP process itself.

Background factors affect how schools improve under
SIP. DO foreground factoii also affect how schools
improv,e? To answer this question, BWA researchers
examined relationships between improvement .and two
foregroun . factors, school leadership and school needs.

The quality of school leadership affects both the type
and tU amount Of improvement that a school experiences
under SIP. For the total fieldwork sample, BWA analysts
found that correlations between school leadership and
improvement were positive and significantsm all four mea-
sures. For elementary schools, correlations were positive
and significant on the student-centered, organization-
centered, and overall measures. For secondary schools, the
correlation on the community relations measure was
positive and significant.

A school's needs seem also to affect its chances of
success. with SIP. BWA analysts correlated measures of
improvement with needs of four kindsinstructional
needs, orianizational needs, school environment needs,
and funding needsboth for the total sample and for
elementary and secondary schools .,:.parately. Except in the
area of school environment, correlations between school
needs and improvement were largely negative. This suggests

that schools are less likely to improve as their needs increase.

The SIP Implementation Process

District SIP Parent Change SIP-School

Role Governance Involvement Strategy Integration

Controlling Central Token Problem-Solving Schoolwide

Directive Collective Core Group Administrative Categorical

Facilitative Hierarchic PTA Model . Technological Program

Neglectful, Dkorganized Broad
Participation

None Project
Grade or

Department
None ,
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Orientation and Improvement

Many fieldworkers told BWA analysts that orienta-
tions assigned to schools in the first year missed nuances of
local reality. For this reason, analysts used the terms pro-
cess, program, and funding source to describe school orien-
tations in the second year.

Schools with a process orientation viewed SIP as
a process of change. Some process schools used SI,P to
improve curriculum and instruction. These schools, Paul
Berman told the second seminar, "might be considered the
ideal," because their SIP program "fits the state's vision."
Other process schools used SIP to develop the school
community. A few process schools used SIP for school
management. Finally, one school in the fieldwork sample
used the SIP process to plan and coordinate its seven
special programs. Next, schools with a program orientation
viewed SIP as a categorical program and addressed cu'rric-

alum or instructional issues, or as a project, in which case

they tended to address noninstructional issues. Finally,

schools with a funding source orientation disassociated use
of SIP.money both from the SIp proem and from SIP's
programmatic aims.

Dui orientation affect improvement? Analysis of
fieldwork data showed that 75 percent of the process-
oriented schools, 39 percent of the program-oriented
schools, and 42 percent of the funding source-oriented
schools had improved. When elementary and secondary
schools were examined separately, the impact of orienta-
tion on improvement became even clearer. Among elemen-

tary schools, 82 percent of the process-oriented schools,
sgpercent of the program-oriented schools, and 25 percent
of the funding source-oriented schools showed improve-

ment on the overall measure. (The corresponding propor-
tions for secondary schools: 60 percent, 25 percent, and
50 percent.) Moreover, for elementary schools thei c. were
significant correlations between orientation and type of
improvement. The process orientation seemed to promote
both student-centered improvement and organization-
centered improvement. BWA analysts concluded that oiien-

tation is important not only for implementation but also for
improvement. For elementary schools, it is very important.

Implementation and Improvement

BWA analysts noted that 25 percent of tie,: process
schools in the fieldwork sample had not improved. Why?
Does implementation also affect improvement? To answer
these questions, they correlated a number of implemen-
tation variables, including extent of SSC involvement
and centrality of SIP for school problems, with measures

of improvement.
For elementary schools, correlations of extent of SSC

involvement with student-centered improvement, organi-
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zation-centered improv ement, and overall improvement
were positive, significant, and high. For secondary schools,
only the correlatk with sfudent-centered improvement
was signifiCant. These patterns have implications for policy.
"The SSC is apparently functioniniz, more fully and more
as the state envisioned at the elementary level than at the
secondary level," Paul Berman told the secOnd seminar.
"This activity leads to improvement in elementary schools."

For secondary schools, the correlation of centrality. of

SIP for school problems with student-centered improve-
ment was significant, positive, and very high. Secondary
schools that view SIP as central to solving their problems
are more likely to show student-centered improvement than
schools that do not. Correlations of SIP centrality with
organization-centered improvement and community rela-
tions improvement were positive and significant but much
lower. BWA analysts hypothesized that thesq differences
were important conceptually. That is, it is harder for sec-
ondary schools to improve on the organization-centered
and community relations dimensions than on the student-
centered dimension. The c nnpartmentalization and depart-
mentalization typical of secondary school structure may
help to explain why.

If schools implement SIP as the state envisions, are
they likely to improve? Analysis of correlations between
implementatibn variables and improvement measures indi-
cates that they are. "Thus," Paul Berman told the second
seminar, "when the SSC is actively involved, when SIP is
really central to the school's concern, when the SIP plan is
well implemented, and when the .school enters SIP on a
voluntary basis, there is improvement at the elementary
levelbut not necessarily at the secondary level."

Staff Development and Improvement

In a presentation at a conference organized by the
California State Department of Education's Office of
Staff Development, Paul Berman discussed BWA field-
work findings that help to illuminate the relationship
between staff development and school improvement.

BWA researchers found that background factorsin
particular, school levelinteracted with various features

of SIP to affect improvement. To cxplore this interaction,
they measured change k'n four dimensionschange in par-
ent involvement, change in organization, change in teach-
ing style, and change in student achievement and behavior.

BWA analysts also measured change in staff devel-

opment, which they treated both as a factor that can be
affected hy other factors in the SIP process and as a factor
that interacts with other factors in the SIP process to pro-
duce improvement. Why? Schools, Paul Berman said, were
making efforts to improve staff development independent,
of other efforts to improve parent involvement, organiza-
tion, teaching style, and student achi-vement. At the same



time, schools were using staf f dedopilkflL a, a means to
get impro emelt'. in these four areas.

For these reasons, BWA researchers considered the
effects of staff elopment alone and in combination

anous other factorson the lout measures of change
In school quahty. They also exalmned the effects of back-
ground factors, foreground factors, and SIP variables on
staff development.

BWA analysts found marked differences in the rela-
uon,hips between rilP yanables and measures of change
for schools at the tw o levels. In elementary schools, tw o
SIP at tables, teacher Commitment to schoobt;de planning
and change in .staff detelopment, ,scemed to promote
change in all four areasparent inv olvement, organization,
teaching sty letnd student achievement. Two other vari-
ables, .SSC effectheness and revkw utilization, each seemed
to promote change n three measures. SSC effectivene.s.s
helped to tiliptoy c parent iny olyement, organization, and
teaching style, while review utilization had benefit, for
organization, teaching style, and student achievement.

In secondary schools, no more than one variable
promoted improvement on any measure of change. BWA
analysts found significant, positive correlations for SSC
effectiveness with change in parent involvement, for review
utilization with change in organization and change in teach-
ing style, and for SIP plan hnplementation with change in
student achievement. Only one variable, review utilization,
promoted change on more than one measure, while the two
variables that promoted change on all four measures for
elementary schools, teacher commitment to schoolwide
planning and change in staff development, showed no
relation to change on any measure for secondary schools.

Thus, SIP seems to promote improvement in all four
areas for elementary schools. For secondary schools, SIP
seems to be having much less effect. Staff development
seems to interact well with SIP to promote improvement in
elementary school. "It is not working well in the context
Of SIP at the secondary level," Berman said.

How can staff development be improved? To guide
those who want to address this question, BWA analysts
constructed two profiles for change in staff development
one for elementary schools, one for secondary schools.
The box on this page displays the two profiles.

The profile for elementary schools shows that the
effect of background factors on change in staff develop-
ment is neutral. The effect of foreground factors is strong.
Organizational climate and principal competence are
especially important. Among SIP variables, SIP plan
implementation is very important, and principal support
for SIP, district latitude for SIP, and review utilization
are important.

The profile for secondary schools shows that the
effect of background factors is very strong at this level.
Schools in small urban districts and in suburban districts

are more likely to have effective staff development than
schools in large districts, and rural schools are not likely to
have effective staff development programs at ali. Even a
school's reputation plays a role: The better it is, the less
likely the school is to have an effective staff development
program. For secondary scnools, foreground factors are
neutral. Only two SIP variables, district support' and
teacher commitment to schoolwide planning, seem to pro-
mote change in staff development at the secondary level.

Paul Berman explained what these differences mean:
Staff developn'ent is "very sensitive" to school

ley el. "There is much more variation among secondary
schools than there is among elementary schools. Secondary
schools are constrained by the background."

The principal plays different roles at the two
ley els. In elementary schools, the principal is the key to
ehange in staff development, because the principal is the
insurucfional leader. In secondary schools, leadership tends
to be multiple. Most secondary schools have a departmen-

Profiles for Change in Staff Development

Elementary Secondary

Background Factors

Urban
Rural
District Size
School Reputation

Foreground Factors

Organizational Climate
Principal Competence

SIP Factqrs

Principal Support
for SIP

District Support fdr SIP
District Latitude for SIP
SIP Plan

Implementation
Schoolwide Planning
SSC Effectiveness
Review Utilization

Key
+ This factor promotes effeu!ve gaff dcclopment.
- This factor inhibits effective staff development.
* The effect of this factor is strong.

** The effect of this factor is very strong.

+ *
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tal structure, and individud denartinent heads can exert
very strong leadership.

Organizational climate "really matters" at the ele-
mentary level. There, everything that organizational research
has learned in the last twenty years can be applied with
profit. At the secondary level, what is important are the
rules and procedures that cut across departmental structure.

District latitude,helps to improve staff development
in elementary schools because teachers tend to initiate staff
development activities at that level. For the same reason,
district suppoi t is relatively unimportant. In contrast,
district support helps to improve staff development in
secondary schools because districts, not teachers, tend
to initiate staff development activities at that level.

SIP plan implementation is extremely important
for change in staff development at the elementary level
because elementary schools' SIP plans often include staff
devdopment as a means for improving teacher ills

organizational operations. In secondary schools, SIP plans
"are often not terribly meaningful," largely as a result or
school structure. For the same reason, however, school-
wide planning is extremely important in secondary schools.
Individual departments vary greatly in strength. Students'
learning experiences are compartmentalized, ev en frag-
mented. As a result, Berman argued, school vision should
receive high priority. Schoolwide planning is one way of
creating such vision. Moreover, the profile for secondary
sdiools shows that any moe tow ard school% ide planning
helps to improve staff development.

Five Hypotheses

Paul Berman concluded the second seminar for state
policy makers with five hypothese5:

The SIP model leads to improvement when it is
implemented as the state envisions.

When the SIP model is not implemented as the state

Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco CA 94103

C'alifornia's innovative
School Improvement Program
asks schools to plan and conduct
their own improvement programs.
A new study shows what helps
and what hinders.

cm, isions, other acceptable outcomes can still occur. Citing
the fieldwork figuies for schools that maintained under
sip, Berman noted that these are trying times for schools;
thus, maintenance is not in itself a "bad" outcome.

Both background and foreground factors can
inhibit implementation of the SIP model. Background
conditions are not easily changed by policy, so policy must
adapt to them. Foreground factors can be changed, a}tir
policy should intervene when necessary.

Where background factors dominate,' other
school improvement approaches may be more effective
than SIP. For example, certain mandated elements of SIP,
such as staff development, seem not to y!,ork well in certain
settings, and SIP itself seems not to work as well at the
secondary level. For these reasons, new models may need to
be developed.

Where foreground factcrs dominate, SIP may be
necessary but no, sufficient. Thus, SIP may need to be used

in conjunction with other strategies that can establish the
conditions thnt enable it to work.
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